ADDENDUM #1

INFORMAL BID
2018-145
BOAND ARENA SEPTIC TO SEWER

TO: All Respondents

FROM: Colby Wattling

CLOSING DATE: August 7, 2018 at 3:00 PM (UNCHANGED)

REF NO.: 2018-145 IFB

DATE: February 23, 2018

Below are questions and answers which occurred during the mandatory site visit that took place Tuesday July 31, 2018, along with comments made by Kitsap County Public Works.

1. Q – Is there enough power from the restroom to power the pumps?
   A – Since the engineer looked at the systems, it is assumed so.

2. Q – Are the dual pumps intended to alternate between pumps and not run concurrently?
   A – Yes

3. Q - Do we have to use the exact pump in the engineer’s plans?
   A – Yes, except Public Works must install the saddle

4. Q – Why is the alarm shut off inside the restroom pipe chase instead of out and available for anyone to turn off?
   A – Due to vandalism here on the fairgrounds as well as making sure maintenance is informed of the problem

5. Q – Are we allowed to do an inside drop?
   A – No, per Public Works

6. Q – Where is the tap made?
   A – At least 5’ away from the manhole – Public works will do – schedule at least one week out. Cost is $250.

7. Q - Who does all the vegetation removal?
   A – Contractor

8. Q – What kind of restoration is needed?
   A – This is spelled out in the bid, basically put back the grass and leave as little mess as possible throughout the entire process
Public Works – use traffic rated box for drop.

Public Works - Haul out the brush, but before hauling dirt, check with Public Works to ensure it is not needed somewhere first. Bid to include hauling just in case.

Public Works - It is best to dig, lay pipe, get inspection, cover - in pieces, so that the entire length is not open for the entire time.

Public Works - the depth of the trench needs to be 2’ minimum with a locate wire attached. Size of pipes – 1” from existing tanks out, 6” from restroom to existing tanks.

There are no other changes to the original specifications other than what is changed by Addendum. Acknowledgement of receipt of this and all ADDENDUM is required.

END OF ADDENDUM # 1